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Topics that will be covered in the course

History of biosensor development, applications and requirements of biosensors and classification

Principles of molecular recognition and transduction signal acquisition

Sources of Biological Recognition elements – enzymes/proteins, ssDNAs, antibody and Others

Design considerations for use of recognition elements in biosensors

Modeling of reactions for various biosensor applications‐ electrochemical, optical, piezoelectric, colorimetric, fluorometric

and others.

Modification of sensor surfaces and immobilization techniques 

Covalent modification of surfaces using surface chemistry

Self Assembled Monolayers (SAM) and adsorptions

Other ways to immobilize biological macromolecules on various solid surfaces

Detection methods and Physical Sensors

Electrodes/transducers – electrochemical (amperometric, potentiometric, and conductimetric transductions)

Other sensors ‐ for e.g., optical sensors (colorimetric/fluorimetric/luminometric sensors), Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 

sensors, and piezoelectric resonators.

Fabrication of biosensors

Miniaturization‐application of nano‐materials, nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and others

Biocompatibility – stability, reproducibility and repeatability of biomolecules on transducer surfaces

Data acquisition, statistical and error analysis

Inter and Intra‐assays and Coefficient of variation (CV)

Signal to noise ratio

Normalization/optimization and signal retrieval

Examples of commercial biosensors



Click here

Piezoelectric transducers

Piezoelectricity is the ability of some materials (notably crystals and certain ceramics) to 
generate an electric field or electric potential in response to applied mechanical stress. 

The word piezo is derived from the Greek, which means to squeeze or press

Piezoelectric crystals are one of many small scale 
energy sources. Whenever piezoelectric crystals are 
mechanically deformed or subject to vibration they 
generate a small voltage, commonly know as 
piezoelectricity. This form of renewable energy is not 
ideally suited to an industrial situation.

Electric polarization produced by mechanical strain in crystals belong to certain classes, 
the polarization being proportional to the strain and changing sign with it.

http://books.google.com/books?id=gunTelbEtuMC&pg=PA172&lpg=PA172&dq=Sources+of+Biological+Recognition+elements&source=bl&ots=bSp5B-9f9h&sig=JfpdBOoGsNxA6HLTlGb6ry2uRKI&hl=en&ei=CbP6SvLtNtCH_AbB8aW_DA&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CAgQ6AEwAA


Quartz plates were used to send and receive ultrasonic pulses underwater - SONAR

How does mechanical deformation result in an electrical potential  being developed?

If we consider quartz, which consists of corner-
shared tetrahedra with a central Si atom and 
four O atoms, we can see that compression of 
the material in one direction results in an 
increased polarization - or charge separation 
-between the more electropositive Si atoms 
and the more electronegative O atoms

It is essential that the crystalline material lack 
central symmetry to observe these effects

Eg., of piezoelectric materials include QUARTZ, Cadmium sulphide, Lithium niobate, and 
Lithium tantalate, some others include ZnO, and Zirconium titanate.



Each crystal has a natural resonant frequency of oscillation -
modulated by environments

Usual frequency - 10 MHz range (radio frequency)

The actual frequency -> dependent on the mass of the crystal + any 
other material coated on it

Change in resonant frequency (Δf) -resulting from adsorption of an 
analyte on the surface can be measured with a high sensitivity (500-
2500 Hz/g) - resulting in sensors with picogram detection limits

Surface mass change, Δm(g), and resonant frequency f, is given by 
the Sauerbrey equation 

Δf  = -2.3 × 106f2 Δm/A
Δm - mass (g) of adsorbed material on an area A (cm2) of the 
sensing area

For a 15 kHz crystal a resolution of 2500 Hz/μg is likely, so that a 
detection limit of 10-12 (1 pg) is probable.



Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)

A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measures a mass per unit area by measuring the 
change in frequency of a quartz crystal resonator

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartz_crystal


Quratz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) - piezoelectric materials can be used in the devices now 
include ceramic materials (crystals) such as barium titanate and various zirconium titanates. 



QCM - an example



Watch movie here:
http://www.q‐sense.com/dbfiles/QCM‐D.swf



Micro-Cantivlever
sensors



Cantilevers as sensors
A cantilever is a beam supported on only one end. The beam carries the load to the 
support where it is resisted by moment and shear stress. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beam_(structure)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shear_stress


Micro cantilevers



Cantilever responses & application



Structural & frequency change



Microarrays



Sources of Biological Recognition 
Elements



Text Material



Physical Biochemistry



Physical Properties & Relationship to Biochemistry



Introduction of Biophysical Chemistry



Basic Definition: Structure



The Biological Macromolecule



The Hierarchical Structure of Biopolymers



Illustrative Example



The Folding Problems of Biophysical 
Chemistry



Configuration  Vs. Conformation



Configuration



Configuration (cont.)



Conformation



Monomer Stereochemistry



Example: L Vs. D-Glyceraldehyde



Chirality of Biopolymers



Macromolecular Conformation



The Torsion and Dihedral Angles



Descriptive Notation



The Impact of Conformational Changes



Molecular Interactions in 
Macromolecular Structures



Covalent Vs. Weak Interactions



The Weak Interactions



Distance-dependence of the Weak 
Interactions



Dependence on the Medium



The Dielectric Constant
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